INTERNATIONAL EPILEPSY DAY 2024 – REPORT

“Milestones on My Epilepsy Journey”

13th February 2024, 1:00pm – 03:00pm

On 13th February 2024, Tuesday, Epilepsy Foundation India celebrated International Epilepsy Day. Painting competition was conducted for Children’s with Epilepsy, many children has showed their creativity.

Dr. Nirmal Surya, Founder Trustee & Chairman, Epilepsy Foundation gave brief information about Why International Epilepsy Day is celebrated and the theme for this year was “Milestones on My Epilepsy Journey”. He also shared the Art with Stories of Om Chaudhry 15 years old, Shradha Chaurasiya, Darshana Mehta, Yashraj Singh & EEG Technician Pooja Benwal who participated in IBE Virtual Art Exhibition.
He also gave gist of International Epilepsy Day Virtual Session which was held on 12th February 2024 Program & upcoming plan of IGAP that has to be implemented within 10 years Many PWE with their caregiver shared their stories. The Session was started with message shared by **Dr. Fransisca Sofia, President of IBE**, Hindi which was translated by Naziya Ansari.
Programme was continued with PWE sharing their stories like Arti Sharma, Clinical Psychologist & Patients: Naziya Ansari, Divyasiny Sharma, Sharad Chaurasiya, Mercy Serrao, Zayba Shaikh, Sandeep Yadav, Ansh Keluskar, Devashish Bhaindingkar, Megha Shaikh and many more. Painting Activity was kept for Children with Epilepsy.
Tuesday Regular OPD was taken by Dr. Nirmal Surya & Dr. Darshan and 65 patients were been consulted. Followed by Counselling taken by Ms. Arti Sharma of 15 patients seen. All consulted PWE was given free medicines as usual.

You tube Link: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3KpM566UOI&t=1314s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3KpM566UOI&t=1314s)